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Abstract
Background and Objective: A chemical stimulus might cause a mild repulsive reaction which can be used to train an animal to avoid a
cue. Repeated training may be able to induce associative learning to an unconditioned stimulus (US). The retention (memory) of the US
would likely be stronger for more sensitive animals. Materials and Methods: A genetically engineered strain of Drosophila which
contains inserted genes to code for the TRPV receptor (i.e., the capsaicin or heat receptor) were used to examine this topic. Results: The
background control (UAS-TRPV1 strain) did show a preference to light or dark. However, associative learning to fructose (FRU) or
quinine hemisulfate (QUI) was only demonstrated in 2nd instars. The transgenic larvae are extremely sensitive to capsaicin while
background strain show no aversion to the capsaicin. There is preference for the dark in both background and TRPV1 expressing larvae.
The background and TRPV1 receptor expressing larvae did not show associative learning to a single exposure of capsaicin. Conclusion:
Even though there is a strong response to a noxious stimulus, this learned behavior is not retained when associated with non-noxious
stimulus.
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is that 3rd instars have a transitional period where early

INTRODUCTION

3rd instars switch preferences from dark to light environment
Associative learning became known from experiments in

in becoming late 3rd instars. A second hypothesis is that

1902 by the physiologist Ivan Pavlov. Many studies have now

enhanced negative stimulation to larvae that are more

been conducted in associative learning in various types of

sensitive to a stimulus will learn quicker and, with a strong

animals. A genetically amenable model animal used to

stimulation, will demonstrate a 1 trial learned response. For

understand the basic physiological mechanism

in

the last point above, another hypothesis being tested is that

neurobiology is the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. Flies

a strong negative reinforcement in the larvae expressing an

and mammals share many similar genes1, suggesting that

over production of TRPV1 (vanilloid receptor or capsaicin

underlying cellular mechanisms are similar. There are various

receptor) will have a longer memory retention than

studies on adult Drosophila

background strains throughout larval development.

2

with associative learning ;

however, less focus has been targeted to developing instar
MATERIALS AND METHODS

stages3-6. Larvae are useful to focus on due to the simplicity
of the animal with having 21 versus 1300 receptors for
olfactory and 80 versus 650 for taste as compared to

Positive and negative reinforcements

mammals7,8. The Drosophila larvae show the ability to learn

Fructose and quinine sulfate: Learning in larvae was

through olfactory conditioning9. There are multiple ways to

examined in the manner of light/dark association to

condition larvae for associative learning (i.e. olfactory,

fructose (FRU) or quinine hemisulfate (QUI). The association of

gustatory). In the studies herein, a light stimulus with different

FRU and QUI was reversed with dark or light to insure learning

food sources as positive and negative reinforcements was

was associative. Evidence for learning was then assessed by

used. Classical conditioning with positive (fructose) and

preference to various areas within the Petri dish.

negative (quinine hemisulfate or capsaicin) reinforcements

Associative learning was conducted within Petri dish

were paired with either light or dark.

assay plates (90mm in diameter). Control plates consisting of

One trail learning paradigms are known to occur in
humans and in some vertebrate animals

10,11

the 1% agarose solution and were used for the observations

. Recently one trial

of pre- and post-conditioning. For the learning regiment assay

learning in Drosophila has been addressed12. One would

a 1% agarose with 1 M fructose for positive reinforcement and

assume that very intense pain inducing stimuli, such as

1% agarose and 0.2% quinine hemisulfate for negative

intense heat to the skin for mammals, would be an

reinforcement. The concentrations were determined from the

evolutionary engrained response for many animals, even

study by Hendel et al.14. In order to have a baseline of

possibly for insects. The density and responsiveness of the

preference between light and dark, the larvae were first

sensory

observed in pre-conditioning to eliminate initial desire toward

neurons

determines how well the stimuli are

received. Some pathological conditions occur in humans

light or dark areas on the dish.

where an individual is super sensitive to a mild stimulus13.

Experimentation was conducted at the temperature the

The rationale in this study was to examine if such conditions

animals were raised to eliminate temperature changes. All

are present in invertebrates with enhanced sensory

light in the room was turned off except for the light box upon

perception.

which each of the dishes were placed on. Each animal was

The questions examined in this study are: (1) Will the

alternated in two minute intervals back and forth between the

larval stages (1st, 2nd and 3rd) show equal abilities to perform

FRU in the light environment and QUI in the dark environment

associative learning within a given experimental paradigm?

agar plates. These alternating environments were conducted

(2) Will enhanced sensory perception to negative

for 5 trials in each for 2 min. The protocol for recording post

reinforcement allow induced 1 trail associative learning?

conditioning data is the same as with preconditioning.

(3) What is the retention time of learning in Drosophila larvae

New larvae were used to test with FRU in dark and QUI in light

that have an enhanced sensory perception to negative

(Fig. 1a-b).

reinforcement?

The novel design of strips instead of pie shaped

The hypothesis being tested is that 1st and 2nd instars

quadrants, as used in past studies15, was used in order to make

will have a greater ability to demonstrate associative learning

the light vs. dark preference more readily available to the

than the early 3rd instars. The rationale for this hypothesis

larvae. The width of the strips is 10 mm for 3rd instars (twice
37
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1(a-b): (a) Plain agar plate used for pre and post conditioning and (b) Conditioning plate placed in light and the black felt
lined box covers the plate during the conditioning in the dark
the body length of 3rd instar larvae) and the widths are twice

PREF =

the lengths for the 2nd instars and 1st instars (Fig. 2). This

Number of light - Number of dark
Total number

method allows for the larvae to move readily into different
environments.

PREF values are between 1 and -1, where a positive
value indicates preference for and a negative value for

Pure capsaicin: To test for one trial associative learning,

avoidance of light. For each group of larvae trained on

different concentrations of capsaicin were used (1 nM and

Light (+)/dark (-), a second group was reciprocated with

1 µM). Capsaicin was mixed in the agar prior to making the

Light (-)/dark (+). To test for significance, the data is paired

plates. In this method the same set up as the FRU and QUI

with the reciprocated experimental data and a Wilcoxon

learning was used, but the pure capsaicin took the place of the

signed rank test was used. The comparison of reciprocally

QUI in the agar plate. To test which concentration would

trained animals and hence the conclusion regarding

be best to use for future studies, associative learning in the

associative learning is unaffected by baseline preferences for

3rd instars in both background strain (UAS-TRPV1) strain

dark or light16.

and over expression TRPV1 larvae were examined. It was
determined a high concentration (1 µM) was to be used as the

Learning index: To measure learning performance between

negative reinforcement for the retention studies.

experimental conditions the approach by Gerber et al.16 was
followed. The learning index (LI) for paired individual larvae

Drosophila: To address if inducing one trial established

was as follows:

associative learning and retention the strain with over
expression of the TRPV1 receptor was used. The expression

LI =

was targeted specifically for multi dendritic sensory neurons

(PREFlight (+)/dark (-) - PREFlight (-)/dark (+) )
2

(md-Gal4>UAS TRPV1). The background UAS-TRPV1 was used
as a control.

where, LI values are between 1 and -1. A positive value
indicates conditioned learning towards light and a negative

Data analysis

value indicates conditioned avoidance of light. For statistical

Preference values: For each experiment, larvae were tested

testing of comparing the LI against zero,

individually. On the pre- and post-conditioning agar plates the

sign test is used; for two group comparisons of LIs the

larvae were scored on their preference of light or dark every

Mann-Whitney U test was used. This significance testing was

a one-sample

30 sec for 2 min. The method described by Gerber et al. to

used when comparing the background strain to the

calculate the preference value was used. Each individual larva

overexpression TRPV1 strain (p<0.05

was calculated as follows:

significant).

16

38

is

considered
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This was performed by conditioning the larvae during

(a)

either the 1st or 2nd instars. Then each individual larva was
placed in a Petri dish of cornmeal until it became the
appropriate instar stage. For example in the 1st to 3rd instar
retention experiment, the larvae were conditioned during
the 1st instar and tested right after conditioning. They were
then placed into cornmeal for two days until they became
3rd instars. They were then retested for associative learning in
the 3rd instar.
The study was carried out in the Department of
Biology,

University of Kentucky from 2009-2019 and

the genetic lines were

(b)

produced

in

the

School of

Biological Sciences and Technology, Chonnam National
University,

Gwangju,

61186, Republic of Korea

in

2008-2009.
RESULTS
Conditioning in the larval stages: Background UAS-TRPV1

Drosophila

larvae

were

tested

individually

in

the

developing larval stages. Figure 3 summarizes the
conditioning method used in this experiment. Larvae are
(c)

exposed to the banded stripes for 2 min and transferred
to the fructose agar dish with light exposure for 2 min.
The larvae were then transferred to the dish with quinine
hemisulfate for 2 min in a dark condition. The exchange
back and forth to the fructose and quinine hemisulfate
agar dishes occurred 5 times with the associated lighting
conditions. Afterwards, the larvae were exposed to a
banded dish of light and dark stripes. As shown in Fig. 4a,
the

1st

instar

larvae

show a higher preference for

light when receiving Light+/dark - conditioning than the
Fig. 2(a-c): Banded

patterns

are

printed

Light-/dark + conditioning. This difference can be seen by

on plastic

the median learning index (LI) being above 0 indicating

transparencies that are used on the light box for

associative learning. However, the LI is not statistically

the pre and post conditioning, (a) Banded pattern

significant.

for 3rd, (b) 2nd and (c) 1st instars

The

2nd instar larvae show preferences

for dark in both types of conditioning

Double headed arrow is 1 cm scale

(Fig.

4b).

The

light+/dark - conditioning is statistically significant (p<0.05).
Testing retention: To test retention, the larvae in the over

The difference of the two conditioning can be seen

expression TRPV1 strain were used. Capsaicin was assumed to

in the LI, which is below 0 indicating no associative

be the negative reinforcement. Three experiments were

learning.

conducted to test retention. The first test was to address

Figure 4c illustrates that the early 3rd instar larvae show

retention from 1st to 2nd instars after a one time exposure.

a preference for dark in both conditioning. Light-/Dark+

The second experiment was to test retention from 1st to

conditioning is statistically significant (p<0.01) to show

3rd instars after a one time exposure. The last experiment was

preference for the dark. The median LI is above 0 indicating

to test retention from 2nd to 3rd instars after a one time

associative learning. However, the LI is not statistically

exposure.

significant.
39
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Fructose

2 min

Pre-conditioning

Post-conditioning

5x

2 min

Quinine
hemisulfate

2 min

2 min

Fig. 3: Conditioning procedure used for the background larval learning
Retention induced with using capsaicin: Before examining

TRPV1 expressing larvae did not show preference for either

the abilities to potential show associative learning in the larval

light or dark. The median LI equals 0 for both background

stages and retention of a negative stimulus, a measure of

and TRPV1 expressing larvae indicating no associative

which concentration induced negative reinforcement in

learning.

the TRPV1 expressing larvae sensitive larvae was examined. A

The preference in 2nd instar and the LI score are displayed

1 nM and 1 µM capsaicin concentration was used for the

in Fig. 7b. The background and TRPV1 expressing larvae have

conditioning method depicted in Fig. 5. The same paradigm

a preference for dark in both reciprocal training regimes. The

was used as for the fructose and quinine hemisulfate agar

light-/dark + conditioning for the instars in the background is

dishes except capsaicin was exchanged for quinine

statistically significant (p<0.05). The median LI value for

hemisulfate. Separate experiments were conducted for the

background larvae is above 0 indicating associative learning;

1 nM or 1 µM. For the lower concentration (1 nM) there was a

the median LI equals 0 for the TRPV1 expressing larvae

preference for the dark (p<0.01) in both background and

indicating no associative learning. The preference and LI for

TRPV1 expressing larvae. The median LI was 0, thus the larvae

3rd instars is shown in Fig. 7c. The background and TRPV1

did not show associative learning (Fig. 6a). For the higher

expressing larvae have a preference for dark in both reciprocal

concentration (1 µM) the background larvae show a

training regimes. The background strain is statistically

preference for dark (p<0.01) and with the Light-/Dark+

significant (p<0.01) in both reciprocal training regimes. The

conditioning for the TRPV1 expressing larvae there was a

TRPV1 expressing larvae are statistically significant for both

stronger preference value for dark than the reciprocal

the Light+/dark- and light -/dark+ (p<0.01, p<0.05,

conditioning (Fig. 6b). The median LI for background equals 0,

respectively). The median LI values for background larvae

thus there was no display associative learning. The median LI

equals 0 indicating no associative learning (p<0.02), the

for the TRPV1 expressing larvae is above 0, indicating

median LI value for TRPV1 expressing larvae is below 0

associative learning. So the 1 µM capsaicin was used for the

indicating no associative learning.

negative reinforcement for the larval learning and retention
Memory retention for the one-time exposure: To test

future studies.

memory retention, the TRPV1 expressing larvae were
One time exposure to capsaicin during the larval stages:

examined with capsaicin as the negative reinforcement. Three

The conditioning paradigm used is depicted in Fig. 5 but

experiments were conducted to test retention. First is to

using only the capsaicin at

µM. The results for the

test retention from 1st to 2nd instars after a one time

and LI for the 1st instar background and

exposure. The second experiment is to test retention from 1st

preference

1

Fig. 7a. The

to 3rd instars after a one time exposure. The last experiment

background larva had a stronger preference for light

is to test retention from 2nd to 3rd instars after a one time

(light-/dark+)

exposure.

TRPV1 expressing larvae are shown
than the

in

light+/dark-conditioning. The
40
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Learning index
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Fig. 4(a-c): Preference and learning index for the (a) 1st, (b) 2nd and (c) 3rd instar background strain (UAS-TRPV1) strain
Scatter plot is located on the right, *p<0.05 for the light+/dark-, ***p<0.01 for the light-/dark+

The preference from 1st to 2nd instars is shown in Fig. 8a.

median of LI at 0 (Fig. 8b). The 2nd instar background larvae

1st instar background larvae show preference for light in the

shows associative learning (p<0.01), but the 2nd instar TRPV1

light-/dark+ condition. The 1st instar TRPV1 expressing larvae

expressing larvae did not. Thus, the learned behavior was not

did not show preference for the light. In the 2nd instar stage,

retained for the TRPV1 expressing larvae.

the background larvae showed a preference for light in the

The preference from 1st to 3rd instars is represented in

light+/dark- condition and the TRPV1 expressing larvae show

Fig. 9a. First instar background larvae displays a preference

a preference for light in the light-/dark+ condition (p<0.05). In

for dark (p<0.01) and the TRPV1 expressing larvae shows a

the learning index, the 1st instars for both background and

preference for dark (p<0.05 in light-/dark+). For the 3rd instars

TRPV1 expressing larvae did not show learning due to the

both background and TRPV1 expressing larvae show a
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4 min
or
1 min

Fructose

Pre-conditioning

Post-conditioning

1X

Low (1 nM)
or
High (1 µM)

4 min
or
1 min

2 min

2 min

Fig. 5: Outline for the conditioning of the 3rd instar larvae (Background and TRPV1 expressing larvae) to test the two
concentrations of capsaicin
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CAP sensitive
preference

(b)
1.2

0.8

0.8
0.4
0.0
-0.4
-0.8
-1.2

Learning index

Fig. 6(a-b): Preference and learning index for the 3rd instars background (UAS-TRPV1) and TRPV1 expressing larvae in (a) Low
concentration of capsaicin (1 nM) and (b) High concentration of capsaicin (1 µM)
Scatter plot of the data is located on the right, ***p<0.01, CAP sensitive are the TRPV1 expressing larvae, ***p<0.01, *p<0.05

preference for dark (p<0.05 for background 3rd instars)
and the learning index is represented by Fig. 9b. First
instar background and TRPV1 expressing larvae did not
show associative learning. The 3rd instar background

larvae did show associative learning,
but
TRPV1
expressing larvae did not. Thus, retention was not
maintained in the TRPV1 expressing larvae from 1st to
3rd instars.
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Dark-

Dark+

CAP sensitive
preference

0.8
0.4
0.0
-0.4
-0.8
-1.2

Learning index

Fig. 7(a-c): Preference and learning index of (a) 1st, (b) 2nd and (c) 3rd instar background and TRPV1 expressing
larvae
Scatter plot is located on the right, CAP sensitive are the TRPV1 expressing larvae, *p<0.05 CAP sensitive are the TRPV1 expressing larvae, ***p<0.05,
**p<0.02, *p<0.01

The preference values for larvae 2nd to 3rd instars is

light-/dark+ p<0.05). Learning index is shown in Fig. 10b

shown in Fig. 10a. The 2nd instar background and TRPV1

which illustrates the 2nd instar background larvae show

expressing larvae did not show preference for light (p<0.05

associative learning. However, 2nd instar TRPV1 expressing

for background larvae light-/dark+). Also, the 3rd instar

larvae as well as

background and TRPV1 expressing larvae did not show

expressing larvae did not show associative learning. Thus,

preference for light (background larvae

TRPV1 expressing larvae

light+/dark-

p<0.01, background larvae and TRPV expressing larvae

behavior.
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the 3rd instar background and TRPV1
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learned
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Fig. 8(a-b): (a) Preference and (b) Learning index of 1st and 2nd instar background and TRPV1 expressing larvae
Scatter plot of the data is located on the right, *p<0.05, ***p<0.01, CAP sensitive are the TRPV1 expressing larvae
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Fig. 9(a-b): (a) Preference and (b) Learning index of 1st and 3rd instar background and CAP sensitive larvae
*p<0.05, **p<0.02, ***p<0.01, CAP sensitive are the TRPV1 expressing larvae, scatter plot of the data is located on the right
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Fig. 10(a-b): (a) Preference and (b) Learning index of 2nd and 3rd instar background and CAP sensitive larvae
Scatter plot of the data is located on the right, *p<0.05, ***p<0.01, CAP sensitive are the TRPV1 expressing larvae

however, quinine sulfate is not as effective. Using the negative

DISCUSSION

reinforcement of capsaicin for the TRPV1 expressing larvae did
This study demonstrates that in the 1st and 3rd larval

serve as a useful negative reinforcement because of the high

stages of the background strain (UAS-TRPV1) strain show

sensitivity. Future studies could address varying the

abilities to have a preference when associating visual and

concentration of capsaicin to potential address if a stronger

gustatory reinforcements. The transgenic Drosophila strain

stimulus might induce a memory retention. Capsaicin cannot

that possesses an enhanced sensory perception (capsaicin

be used as a negative reinforcement for the background

sensitive Drosophila) shows abilities to also have a preference

(UAS-TRPV1) since the larvae did not show a response when

when the negative reinforcement is at a concentration at 1 µM

placed on capsaicin agar plates.

during the 3rd larval stage. When tested with a one-time

Based on the results in this study, the larval stages in

exposure to the reinforcements during the developing stages

background larvae showed variance in learning. The

the larvae did not retain a preference; thus, they did not retain

background larval strains for the TRPV1 expressing larvae

an association. The TRPV1 expressing larval stages did not

learned as 2nd instars. The brain sizes of 1st, 2nd and

demonstrate an ability to learn with the one-time exposure to

3rd instars of the wild type strain are remarkably different in

the reinforcements. The TRPV1 expressing larvae did not show

size17,18. Thus, the variance of learning ability for TRPV

any retention of the associated preference.

expressing larvae throughout development could be due to

Since the reciprocal conditioning was also tested

remodeling of neuronal structures. In addition, it is not known

(light+/dark- and light-/dark+), associative learning is shown

if the manipulations in genomic sequence for the background

between visual stimuli and gustatory reinforcements. As

and TRPV1 expressing larvae have pleiotropic actions on

stated by Gerber et al.16, fructose is an effective reinforcement;

neural development or cellular function19. It would not be
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surprising if activation of the sensory neurons expressing
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